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Abstract. We present a polynomial multigrid method for the nodal interior penalty
formulation of the Poisson equation on three-dimensional Cartesian grids. Its key ingre-
dient is a weighted overlapping Schwarz smoother operating on element-centered sub-
domains. The MG method reaches superior convergence rates corresponding to residual
reductions of about two orders of magnitude within a single V(1,1) cycle. It is robust
with respect to the mesh size and the ansatz order, at least up to P = 32. Rigorous ex-
ploitation of tensor-product factorization yields a computational complexity of O(PN)
for N unknowns, whereas numerical experiments indicate even linear runtime scaling.
Moreover, by allowing adjustable subdomain overlaps and adding Krylov acceleration,
the method proved feasible for anisotropic grids with element aspect ratios up to 48.

1. Introduction

Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) methods combine multiple desirable properties of fi-
nite element and finite volume methods, including geometric flexibility, variable ap-
proximation order, straightforward adaptivity and suitability for conservation laws [4,
11]. Though traditionally focused on hyperbolic systems, the need for implicit diffu-
sion schemes and application to other problem classes, such as incompressible flow and
elasticity, led to a growing interest in DG methods and related solution techniques for
elliptic equations [1, 17]. This paper is concerned with fast elliptic solvers based on the
multigrid (MG) method. In the context of high-order spectral element and DG meth-
ods, several approaches have been proposed: polynomial or p-MG [5, 8–10], geometric or
h-MG [7, 13, 14], and algebraic MG [2, 16]. The most efficient methods reported so far
[2, 18] use block smoothers that can be regarded as overlapping Schwarz methods. This
work presents a hybrid Schwarz/MG method for nodal interior penalty DG formulations
of Poisson problems on 3D Cartesian grids. It extends the techniques put forward in
[18, 19] and generalizes the approach to variable subdomain overlaps. The remainder of
the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly describes the discretization, Sec. 3 the
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2 ROBUST MG-DG FOR THE POISSON EQUATION IN 3D

multigrid technique, including the Schwarz smoother, and Sec. 4 presents the results of
the assessment by means of numerical experiments. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Discontinuous Galerkin Method

We consider the Poisson equation
−∇2u = f (1)

in the periodic domain Ω = [0, lx]× [0, ly]× [0, lz].1 For discretization, the domain is
decomposed into cuboidal elements {Ωe} forming a Cartesian mesh. The discrete solution
uh is sought in the function space

Vh =
{
v ∈ L2(Ω) : v|Ωe ∈ P3

P (Ωe) ∀Ωe ⊂ Ω
}
, (2)

where P3
P is the 3D tensor product of polynomials of at most degree P . To cope with

discontinuity we introduce the interior surface Γ = ∪Γf which is composed of the element
interfaces {Γf}. Let Ω− and Ω+ denote the elements adjacent to Γf and, respectively,
n− and n+ their exterior normals, and v− and v+ the restrictions of v to the joint face
from inside the elements. Then we define the average and jump operators as

{{v}} = 1
2(v− + v+), [[v ]] = n−v− + n+v+. (3)

Given these prerequisites, the interior penalty discontinuous Galerkin formulation can be
stated as follows (see, e.g. [1]): Find uh ∈ Vh such that for all v ∈ Vh

∫
Ω
∇v · ∇uhdΩ +

∫
Γ

([[∇v ]] · {{uh}}+ {{v}} · [[∇uh ]]) dΓ

+
∫

Γ
µ[[v ]] · [[uh ]] =

∫
Ω
vfdΩ , (4)

where µ is a piece-wise constant penalty parameter that must be chosen large enough to
ensure stability.

Although, in theory, any suitable basis in Vh can be chosen, we restrict ourselves
to nodal tensor-product bases generated from the Lagrange polynomials to the Gauss-
Legendre (GL) or Gauss-Legendre-Lobatto (GLL) points, respectively. The discrete so-
lution is expressed in Ωe as

uh(x)|Ωe = ue(ξe(x)) =
P∑

i,j,k=0
ue

ijkϕi(ξ)ϕj(η)ϕk(ζ) , (5)

where ϕi denotes the 1D base functions and ξe(x) the transformation from Ωe to the
reference element [−1, 1]3. Each coefficient ue

ijk is associated with one local base function,
which is globalized by zero continuation outside Ωe. Inserting these base functions in (4)
for v and applying GL or GLL quadrature, according to the chosen basis, yields the
discrete equations

Au = f (6)
1Within this paper, the following symbols are used concurrently for representing the Cartesian coor-

dinates: x = [xi] = (x1, x2, x3) = (x, y, z).
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Figure 1. Element-centered subdomain. Every subdomain consists of a
core region coinciding with the embedded element (dark) and an overlap
zone (light shaded). The latter represents a strip of variable width δo,
which is adopted from the surrounding elements. The circles are the GL
nodes for polynomial order P = 4. Filled circles indicates the unknowns
that are solved for.

for the solution vector u = [ue
ijk]. Due to the Cartesian element mesh and the tensor-

product ansatz (5) the system matrix assumes the tensor-product form

A = M z ⊗My ⊗ Lx +M z ⊗ Ly ⊗Mx + Lz ⊗My ⊗Mx (7)

where M∗, L∗ are the 1D mass and stiffness matrices for ∗ = x, y, z. Without going into
detail we remark that M∗ is positive diagonal, and L∗ symmetric positive semi-definite
and block tridiagonal for either basis choice. The rigorous exploitation of these properties
is crucial for the efficiency of the overall method.

3. Multigrid Techniques

The tensor-product structure of (8) allows for a straight-forward extension of the multi-
grid techniques developed in [18] for the 2D case. In the following, we examine polynomial
multigrid (MG) and multigrid-preconditioned conjugate gradients (MG-CG) both using
an overlapping Schwarz method for smoothing.

3.1. Schwarz Method. Schwarz methods are iterative domain decomposition tech-
niques which improve the approximate solution by parallel or sequential subdomain
solves, leading to additive or multiplicative methods, respectively. Here, we consider
additive Schwarz with overlapping element-centered subdomains as sketched in Fig. 1.
The overlap width δo can be different on each side of the embedded element, but may not
exceed the width of the adjoining element. Alternatively, the overlap can be specified by
prescribing the number No of node layers adopted from the latter.
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To derive the subdomain problems, we first rewrite (8) into the residual form
A∆u = f − A ũ = r , (8)

where ∆u = u− ũ is the correction to the current approximate solution ũ. For each
subdomain Ωs we define the restriction operator Rs such that us = Rsu gives the associ-
ated coefficients. Conversely, the transposed restriction operator, Rt

s globalizes the local
coefficients by adding zeros for exterior nodes. With these prerequisites the correction
contributed by Ωs is defined as the solution to the subproblem

Ass∆us = rs , (9)
where Ass = RsAR

t
s is the restricted system matrix and rs = Rsr the restricted residual.

Due to the cuboidal shape of the subdomain, the restriction operator possesses the tensor-
product factorization Rs = Rs,x ⊗Rs,y ⊗Rs,z and, as a consequence, Ass inherits the
tensor-structure of the full system matrix (7). Moreover it is regular and can be inverted
using the fast diagonalization technique of Lynch et al. [15] to obtain

A−1
ss = (Sz ⊗ Sy ⊗ Sx)(I ⊗ I ⊗ Λx + I ⊗ Λy ⊗ I + Λz ⊗ I ⊗ I)−1(St

z ⊗ St
y ⊗ St

x),
where S∗ is the column matrix of eigenvectors and Λ∗ the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues
to the generalized eigenproblem for the restricted 1D stiffness and mass matrices and
∗ = x, y, z. Exploiting this structure the solution can be computed in O(P 4) operations
per subdomain.

One additive Schwarz iteration proceeds as follows: First, all subproblems are solved
in parallel, which yields the local corrections ∆us. Afterwards, the global correction is
computed as the weighted average

∆u '
∑

s

Rt
s(W s∆us) , (10)

where W s = W z ⊗W y ⊗W x is the diagonal local weighting matrix. The constituent 1D
weights are computed from the hat-shaped weight function wh, which is illustrated in
Fig. 2. The complete definition of the weight function and alternative choices are given
in [18].
3.2. Multigrid and Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient Methods. For MG we
define a series of polynomial levels {Pl} with Pl = 2l increasing from 1 at l = 0 to P at top
level L. Correspondingly, let ul denote the global coefficients and Al the system matrix
on level l. On the top level we have uL = u and AL = A, whereas on lower levels ul is the
defect correction and Al the counterpart of A obtained with elements of order Pl. For
transferring the correction from level l − 1 to level l we use the embedded interpolation
operator I l, and for restricting the residual its transpose. These ingredients allow to build
the multigrid V-cycle summarized in Algorithm 1, where the Smoother represents the
weighted additive Schwarz method. To allow for variable V-cycles [3], the number of
pre- and post-smoothing steps, Ns1,l and Ns2,l, may change from level to level. Line 11
of Algorithm 1 defines the coarse grid solution formally by means of the pseudoinverse
A+

0 . In our implementation the coarse problem is solved using the conjugate gradient
method. To ensure convergence, the right side is projected to the null space of A0, as
proposed in [12].
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Figure 2. Hat-shaped weight function using a piece-wise quintic transi-
tion from 0 at the subdomain boundary to 1 in the non-overlapped part
of the core region. The coordinate ξh coincides with ξ inside the central
element, and ξ ∓ 2 in the left and right neighbor elements, respectively.

Algorithm 1 Multigrid V-cycle.
1: function MultigridCycle(u, f , Ns)
2: uL ← u
3: f

L
← f

4: for l = L, 1 step −1 do
5: if l < L then
6: ul ← 0
7: end if
8: ul ← Smoother(ul, f l

, Ns1,l) . Pre-smoothing
9: f

l−1 ← I
t
l (f

l
− Alul) . Residual restriction

10: end for
11: u0 ← A+

0 f 0 . Coarse grid solution
12: for l = 1, L do
13: ul ← ul + I lul−1 . Correction prolongation
14: ul ← Smoother(ul, f l

, Ns2,l) . Post-smoothing
15: end for
16: return u← uL

17: end function

It is well known that the robustness of multigrid method can be enhanced by Krylov
acceleration [20]. Here we use the inexact preconditioned conjugate gradient method [6],
which copes with the asymmetry introduced by the weighted Schwarz method without
imposing significant extra cost in comparison to conventional CG. A detailed description
of the algorithm is given in [18].
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4. Results

For assessing robustness and efficiency, the described methods were implemented in
Fortran and applied to the 2π-periodic Poisson problem with the exact solution

u(x) = cos(x− 3x+ 2z) sin(1 + x) sin(1− x) sin(2x+ x) sin(3x− 2y + 2z).
To keep the test series manageable, we constrained ourselves to equidistant grids with
an identical number of elements in each direction. Anisotropic meshes were realized be
choosing the domain extensions as multiples of 2π, i.e. l∗ = 2πs∗, which yields the aspect
ratio ∆x : ∆y : ∆z = sx : sy : sz. All tests started from a random guess confined to [−1, 1]
and used a penalty parameter of µ∗ = 2µmin,∗, where µmin,∗ is the stability threshold, e.g.,
µmin,x = P (P +1)/∆x for the x direction [18]. The program was compiled using the Intel
Fortran compiler 17.0 with optimization −O3 and run on a 3.1GHz Intel Core i7-5557U
CPU.

The primary assessment criterium is the average multigrid convergence rate

ρ = n

√
rn

r0
,

where rn is the Euclidean norm of the residual vector after the nth cycle. Additionally
we consider the number of cycles n10 and the average runtime per unknown τ10 that are
required to reduce the residual by a factor of 1010. These quantities follow from the
convergence rate by n10 = d−10/ lg ρe and τ10 = −10 tc/ lg ρ, respectively, where tc is the
time required for one V-cycle.

4.1. Isotropic Meshes. First we consider the isotropic case with sx = sy = sz = 1, such
that Ω = [0, 2π]3. For assessing the impact of the subdomain overlap on the convergence
rate and computational cost, we performed a test series for ansatz orders P = 4 to 32
using a degree-dependent tessellation into Ne = (128/P )3 elements. Table 1 presents
the logarithmic convergence rates for 14 test cases featuring different choices for the
basis functions (GLL or GL), the solution method (MG or MG-CG) and the subdomain
overlap. Note that the latter was chosen identical in each direction, because of mesh
isotropy. All cases employed a fixed V-cycle with one pre- and post-smoothing step.
Independent of the basis and the solution method, choosing a minimal overlap of just one
node (No = 1) yields acceptable convergences rates for low order (P = 4), but becomes
inefficient with increasing order. Using a geometrically fixed overlap of just eight percent
of the element width (δo = 0.08∆x) on every mesh level ensures robustness with respect
to the ansatz order and even improves the convergence with growing P . Enlarging the
overlap increases the convergence rate but also the computational cost, as will be detailed
in a moment. Using Krylov acceleration tends to give faster convergence, however, this
advantage melts away when increasing the overlap or the ansatz order. While these
properties are consistently observed with the GLL basis, the GL results follow a less
regular pattern and exhibit mostly lower convergence rates. This behavior can partly
be explained by the fact that, with Gauss points, using a geometrically specified overlap
width may result in zero overlapped node layers. While this phenomenon appears only
at low orders, the latter are always present in the multigrid scheme, even at high ansatz
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Table 1. Convergence rates obtained with different multigrid methods on
isotopic meshes composed of (128/P )3 elements for increasing ansatz order
P .

r̄ = − lg ρ
# Basis Solver Overlap No P =4 P =8 P =16 P =32
1 GLL MG No = 1 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 1.08 0.89 0.46 0.24
2 GLL MG-CG No = 1 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 1.34 1.21 0.80 0.52
3 GLL MG δo = 0.08∆x 1, 1, 2, 3, 6 1.08 1.59 2.13 2.82
4 GLL MG-CG δo = 0.08∆x 1, 1, 2, 3, 6 1.34 1.85 2.24 2.81
5 GLL MG δo = 0.50∆x 2, 3, 5, 9, 17 2.26 2.76 3.18 3.66
6 GLL MG-CG δo = 0.50∆x 2, 3, 5, 9, 17 2.29 2.67 3.08 3.75
7 GL MG No = 1 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 0.73 0.96 0.73 0.40
8 GL MG-CG No = 1 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 1.49 1.26 1.07 0.78
9 GL MG δo = 0.08∆x 0, 1, 1, 3, 6 0.73 1.15 1.70 2.20

10 GL MG-CG δo = 0.08∆x 0, 1, 1, 3, 6 1.14 1.38 1.84 2.15
11 GL MG δo = 0.50∆x 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 1.83 2.28 1.52 0.94
12 GL MG-CG δo = 0.50∆x 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 1.90 2.34 1.88 1.37
13 GL MG δo = 0.09∆x, No ≥ 1 1, 1, 2, 3, 6 1.36 1.75 1.87 2.21
14 GL MG-CG δo = 0.09∆x, No ≥ 1 1, 1, 2, 3, 6 1.49 1.81 2.03 2.22

orders. A remedy to this problem is to apply a lower bound of No,l = 1 for the nodal
overlap on every mesh level l. Nevertheless, the GL-based approach remains slightly less
efficient in comparison with the GLL approach. Therefore, further discussion will be
constrained to the latter.

Complementary to the tabulated results, Fig. 3 depicts the number n10 of multigrid
cycles that are required to reduce the Euclidian residual norm by ten orders of magni-
tude for selected cases listed in Tab. 1. In agreement with the above discussion, the cycle
count increases considerably when using GLL MG with only one node layer overlap.
Adding Krylov acceleration (MG-CG) ameliorates this drawback, especially at higher
order. Yet, pure MG with a fixed geometric overlap of 8 percent is far more efficient and
even attains a decreasing n10 with growing P . As expected, using an overlap of ∆x/2
yields a further reduction of the cycle count. This advantage is, however, bought with
additional computational cost related to the larger subdomain operator Ass. Figure 4
confirms that GLL MG with δo = 0.08∆x outpaces the other choices for all polynomial
degrees but 4, where the Krylov-accelerated method (MG-CG) with one node overlap is
slightly faster. Moreover, Fig. 5 illustrates the robustness of this method with respect to
the mesh size. With ansatz orders up to 16, the convergence rate becomes mesh inde-
pendent for Ne & 123, whereas it still tends to improve beyond Ne = 163 for P = 32. It
is further worth noting that the convergence rates improves with growing order, reaching
an excellent ρ ≈ 6.3× 10−3 with P = 16 and even better ρ ≈ 1.6× 10−3 with P = 32.
Moreover, runtimes of about 3.5 µs per degree of freedom allow to solve problems up to
a million unknowns conveniently on a single core.
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Table 2. Test cases for investigating the robustness against the element
aspect ratio.

Case Subdomain overlap Smoothing steps

(0.08 rel; 1,1, fix) δo, xi
= 0.08∆xi Ns,l = (1, 1)

(0.08 rel; 1,1, var) δo, xi
= 0.08∆xi Ns,l = (1, 1)× 3L−l

(0.08max; 1,1, var) δo, xi
= min[maxj(0.08∆xj), ∆xi] Ns,l = (1, 1)× 3L−l

4.2. Anisotropic Meshes. As a second issue we investigated the suitability of the ap-
proach for anisotropic meshes. For this purpose, we defined a sequence of domains

Ω = (0, 2π AR)× (0, 2πdAR/2e)× (0, 2π),

with aspect ratios AR ranging from 1 to 48. Using a uniform tessellation featuring the
same number of elements in each coordinate direction, AR also represents the maximum
element side aspect ratio. Thus, for example, AR = 32 results in ∆x = 2∆y = 32∆z. In
earlier 2D studies, Krylov acceleration and variable V-cycles proved helpful, though yet
insufficient, for coping with anisotropy. Based on this experience, we selected methods
with different overlap and smoothing strategies, which are summarized in Tab. 2. Meth-
ods (0.08 rel; 1,1, fix) and (0.08 rel; 1,1, var) both use a relative subdomain overlap of 8
percent, which means that the overlap width varies in each coordinate direction propor-
tionally to the corresponding element extension. In contrast, (0.08max; 1,1, var) sets the
overlap width to 8 percent of the maximal side length, but not larger than the element
width in the given direction. Additionally, the last two methods apply a variable V-cycle,
which increases the number of smoothing steps by a factor of 3 with each coarser level.
The performance of these methods was studied on a 83 tessellation using elements of or-
der P = 16. Figure 6 depicts the obtained convergence rates, cycle counts and runtimes
per unknown for aspect ratios up to 48. With method (0.08 rel; 1,1, fix) convergence
starts to degrade at moderate aspect ratios and has already slowed by to orders of mag-
nitude at AR = 16. Using a variable V-cycle improves the robustness such that a nearly
constant cycle count n10 is maintained until AR = 12. From here convergence degrades
more quickly, but remains superior to the previous case. Setting the overlap proportional
to the largest element extension, as with method (0.08max; 1,1, var), yields a further
improvement, which becomes even more pronounced in the range AR > 12, where the
overlap in the most compressed direction is already constrained by the element width.
Compared to the isotropic case, the cycle count grew from 4 to 13 at AR = 48, whereas
the serial runtime increased by factor of 5.4 to approximately 19µs per unknown. This
seems to be a good starting point, given the prospect of further acceleration, e.g. by
parallelization.
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Figure 6. Results for varying element aspect ratios.
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5. Conclusions

We developed a polynomial multigrid method for nodal interior-penalty formulations
of the Poisson equation on three-dimensional Cartesian grids. Its key ingredient is an
overlapping weighted Schwarz smoother, which exploits the underlying tensor-product
structure for fast solution of the subdomain problems. The method achieves excellent
convergence rates and proved robust against the mesh size and ansatz orders up to at
least 32. Extending the ideas put forward in [18], we showed that combining Krylov
acceleration, variable smoothing and increasing the subdomain overlap proportionally
to the maximum element width improves the robustness considerably and renders the
approach feasible for aspect ratios up to 50. Moreover, the method is computationally
efficient, allowing to solve problems with a million unknowns in a few seconds on a single
CPU core.
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